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**MedSTAT Data Mart: Building an Enterprise Data Warehouse from the Bottom Up Using OLAP Technologies**

Student: Steven Donovan

Faculty Advisor: Shu Schiller

**Eversman Technologies: Implementing Web 2.0**

Student: Thomas Eversman

Faculty Advisor: Kevin Duffy

**OPIR Resource Allocation Management**

Student: Alexander Harms

Faculty Advisor: Shu Schiller

**Strategic BI for System Integrator Management of Large ERP Implementations**

Students: Benjamin Krakora, Elizabeth D'Angelo

Faculty Advisor: Barbara Denison
Information Systems for Industrial Automation - An ADAM-8 Enhancement Project

Student: William Sims
Faculty Advisor: Arijit Sengupta

Logan County Virtualization

Student: Graham Van Ginkel
Faculty Advisor: Shu Schiller

DP&L Energy's CRM Selection and Implementation

Students: Brain Wrobel, David Foreman
Faculty Advisor: Kevin Duffy

TravelNet Project: Imbedding a Custom Travel System within the COTS ERP System

Student: James Smith
Faculty Advisor: Barbara Denison

AEP WebMarshal

Student: Stephen Davis
Faculty Advisor: Barbara Denison
RFID Controlled Tracking and Maintenance of City Water Valves

Student: Yaqoub Ghanem
Faculty Advisor: Arijit Sengupta

38th Cyberspace Engineering Group Reorganization

Student: Sang Ho Siler
Faculty Advisor: Arijit Sengupta